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2 PERSON 4 YEAR OLD UPSTART PASTRY BUSINESS
IN CALGARY WINS NATIONAL RECOGNITION 

Artisanal French take & bake pastrymaker Pascal’s Patisserie of Calgary has won the Globe and Mail’s Small Business 
Challenge Award for its region from a record 3,300+ Canadian applicants, three times more than last year’s competition.They 
are one of two prize winners in Alberta recognized at the national level as “One of Ten Small Businesses Doing it Right.” “The 
fact Pascal’s Patisserie was chosen as a Regional Winner is a testament to the strength of (its) business, its potential and 
overall story,” said Suzanne Trusdale, VP Small Business Solutions, TELUS.

The venture is entirely dedicated to Viennoiserie a specific genre of pastry handcrafted by a Pastry Chef from France but frozen 
so people can bake it fresh at home. Pascal’s Patisserie strives to preserve the art of French pastry ‘one croissant at a 
time’ and is thrilled to be nationally acknowledged for their story and innovation.
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Its business model is based on retro-innovation which engages old world traditional methods (the lost art of tourage) with 
the convenience of new world technology: blast freezing and then vacuum-sealing to capture peak freshness. So unique is their 
model, they believe they are the only authentically artisanal take & bake pastrymaker in the world.

Pascal’s bespoke croissant recipe uses less butter and no eggs and capitalizes on an unbleached local flour from a mill that’s 
been on the same site for over100 years. It was chosen for its fine flavour and the fact it has absolutely no chemical additives. 
Unless celiac, many gluten intolerant people can partake of Pascal’s pastries due to the quality of the flour and the fact that 
they induce the natural fermentation process of rising the pastries overnight themselves.The pastry boutique also uses two 
other local organic flours. Born of wheat from Western Canada’s breadbasket, their flours possess the terroir of the prairies 
and transform their pastries into something distinctly Canadian yet somehow singularly French. Many people think it’s all 
about the butter when it comes to pastry but Pascal’s says it’s actually the flour which gives their pastries their distinct flavour. 

Good ingredients are key but it’s Pascal’s recipe, old school French technique and 25 years of crafting 2 million pastries by 
hand which have let him conquer the alchemy of this type of pastry, according to co-owner Lison McCullough. “It’s a simple 
but notoriously difficult dough to make. Nobody takes this genre of pastry seriously.  It’s a dying art. Even in France 80% of 
this type of pastry is now industrially made. Good pastry is hard to make well fresh but to freeze it and maintain this level of 
truly artisanal quality for people to bake fresh at home is pastry voodoo. The man is a Pastrywhisperer,” says McCullough.

Their food philosophy is all about fresh and feeds directly into the artisan-made gourmet-to-go trend. Pastries are fresh 
because home bakers bake them and they get to enjoy the fragrance of a French Patisserie at home.  Another important plus 
is there is zero food waste as they only make frozen pastries and their minimal packaging is recyclable.

“Our customers love how easy it is. We love how happy it makes them. Pascal’s pastries are an expression of his French 
culture for which the croissant is an icon,” McCullough states. “It’s ironic a Frenchman has to come to Canada to preserve 
something so quintessentially French but I guess that’s the age-old story of the immigrant. We are lucky to have him.”
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For more info:  contact Lison McCullough pastries@pascals.ca  www.pascals.ca Blog: http://pascals.ca/the-art/
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